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1.   Introduction.

1.1. This paper is concerned with some analogues of the theorem which asserts

that every subgroup of a free group is free (Nielsen [1], Schreier [2], Levi [3]).

These analogues arise naturally if one considers certain nonempty classes o of

groups which are closed with respect to the formation of factor groups, subgroups

and cartesian products. Such classes of groups are called varieties. Now a group G

is said to be a free rj-group if

(i) G is a o-group, i.e., G is in rj, and

(ii) there is a set X of generators of G such that for every o-group // and every

mapping p of X into H there is a homomorphism n of G into H which coincides

with p on X. It is with the subgroups of certain free o-groups that our interests lie.

1.2. Following P. Hall [4] let us call a set X of generators of a free n-group

which satisfies (ii) (above) a canonical set of generators. The main theorem of

this paper deals with a free n-group G which is residually a finite p-group for an

infinite set of primes p (2). It is easy to prove that G/G' is free abelian, where here G'

denotes the commutator subgroup of G. If one considers a subset Y of G which

freely generates, modulo G', a free abelian group, then it turns out that the group

H generated by Y is a free o-group; moreover Y is a canonical set of generators

of//. This is the main theorem cited above — it will be proved in §2 as Theorem 1.

1.3. Finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups are residually finite p-

groups for every prime p (Gruenberg [5]). It follows that a torsion-free nilpotent

free n-group G is residually a finite p-group for every prime p and so Theorem 1

applies to such groups G. This fact constitutes a far reaching generalisation of the

corresponding theorem for free nilpotent groups (cf. e.g. Gruenberg [5] for the

relevant definition) proved by Malcev [14] and generalised by Gol'dina [6]. It is

perhaps worth noting that Malcev's theorem follows easily from the representation

of a free nilpotent group in a free nilpotent ring (cf. e.g. M. Hall [7]) about which

much is known.

Another source of free o-groups which satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1
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(2) If a2 is a property pertaining to groups, then P. Hall [4] defines a group G to be residually

£P if to each x in G {x # 1) there corresponds a normal subgroup Nx of G, which does not contain

x, such that G¡NX is @>.
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are the free polynilpotent groups of Gruenberg [5] (cf. [5] for an explanation

of the terms used here). In particular, Theorem 1 applies to free soluble groups ;

indeed we shall completely determine all the free soluble subgroups of a free soluble

group by employing a theorem of Malcev [8] and Theorem 1. To be precise,

we show that H is a free soluble subgroup of the free soluble group G if and only if

we can find a set Y of generators of H which generate freely, modulo some term

of the derived series of G, a free abelian group. This will be proved in §3 as Theorem

2. We hope to return to some generalisations of this theorem at a later date.

It is perhaps worth explaining a way of getting a new supply of free n-groups

which are residually finite p-groups for infinitely many primes p. This is connected

with the product variety um of two varieties u and to, introduced by Hanna

Neumann [9]. We recall that if G denotes a group, then

urn = {G | there exists N<¡G with G/N e m and N eu}.

In a forthcoming work (Baumslag [15]) we shall show, by refining some important

new work of B. H. Neumann, Hanna Neumann and Peter M. Neumann [10],

that if the free groups in u and the free groups in o are residually finite p-groups

for the same prime p, then so also are the free groups in un (notice that this

theorem includes the theorem of Gruenberg on free polynilpotent groups).

So Theorem 1 applies also here.

Finally we turn our attention to varieties vox, where rjo is any variety and x is

such that the free i-groups are residually finite p-groups for an infinite set of

primes p. We shall prove, Theorem 3 in §4, that if G is a free njï-group with a set

X of canonical generators, then the subgroup H generated by

Y = {xr' | x e X, rx a nonzero integer}

is a free mï-group; moreover Yis a canonical set of generators of//. It is interesting

to notice that here Y is a special set of elements which freely generates, modulo

G', a free abelian group. The natural extension is presumably true; however

the method adopted here is of no use in this more general situation.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge that this work has benefited from a corre-

spondence with K. W. Gruenberg.

2. The proof of Theorem 1.

2.1. We begin by recalling the following fact.

Lemma 1. Let n be a variety of groups and let G be a free n-group. Further,

let Y be a subset of G and let H be the subgroup generated by Y. Then H is a

free n-group and Y is a canonical set of generators of H if and only if every

finite subset of Y generates a free v-group and is a canonical set of generators

of the group it generates.

The proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward and is omitted.

2.2. Next we prove the useful
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Lemma 2. Let D be a variety of groups and let G be a free X)-group. If G is

residually a p-group for infinitely many primes p, then G/G' is a free abelian

group. Moreover if X is any canonical set of generators of G, then X freely

generates, modulo G', the free abelian group G/G'.

Proof. Let aeX. If the prime q divides the order of a, then every normal

subgroup N of G with a p-group G/N as factor group (p jt q) will contain

a"lq, where n is the order of a, contradicting the hypothesis. So every element

of X is of infinite order. Hence o contains a, the variety of all abelian groups.

Therefore G/G' is free abelian and X has the required property.

2.3. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1, it is perhaps worth while to

state it explicitly here.

Theorem 1. Let o be a variety of groups: Let G be a free n-group and let Y

be a subset of G whichfreely generates, modulo G', a free abelian group. Further,

let H be the subgroup generated by Y. If G is residually a finite p-group for an

infinite set of primes p, then H is a free n-group; in addition, Y is a canonical

set of generators of H.

Proof. By Lemma 1 we may suppose G is finitely generated. Thus suppose

«i. "2, — , am

is a canonical set of generators of G. Then, by Lemma 2, au a2,---,am freely

generate, modulo G', the free abelian group G/G'. Consequently, on invoking

the basis theorem for free abelian groups (cf. e.g. Kurosh [11, Vol. 1, p. 149]),

we find that we can choose m elements

bu b2,---, bm

of G such that, first,

(1) bub2,---,bm   generate G modulo G'

and, second,

(2) HG'/G' is a subgroup of finite index, say j, in gp(bub2,---,bk)G'/G'.

Notice that (2) implies | Y\ = k; thus Y= {cL,c2,---,ck}, say.

We now enlarge Y slightly to

(3) Y= {cu c2, ■■-,ck, ck+l = bk+1,---,cm = bm).

Now let n be the endomorphism of G defined by

(4) a1t] = c1, a2t] = c2, ■■-, amn = cm.

We shall show that n is a monomorphism.

For suppose the contrary. Then there is an element ueG such that
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(5) un = l (u *  1).

Now G is residually a finite p-group for infinitely many primes p. Hence we

can choose a prime q and a normal subgroup JV of G such that

(6) u^N,\G/N\ = <?'and («7,/) = 1.

By virtue of the fact that finite ^-groups are nilpotent, G/N is nilpotent, of

class c, say.

We now put

L=GcGq\

where here Gq is the subgroup generated by «¡r'th powers of elements of G and

Gc is the cth term of the lower central series of G. It follows (cf. (6)) that

Li%N.

Therefore, by (6),

(7) ufL.

We consider now

G* = G/L;

we denote the natural homomorphism of G onto G* by v. Then we see by (7) that

(8) uv ¿ 1.

However since un = 1 we have

(9) unv = 1.

We notice, in addition, that G* is a finite ¿¡[-group and it is nilpotent of class c.

Clearly

ayv, a2v, •••, amv

generate G*. Moreover CyV, c2v,••■,cmv generate, modulo (G*)', a subgroup

of G*, which is simultaneously of index dividing j and q1 (cf. (1), (2), (3), (6)). Since

(q, j) = 1 (by (6)), it follows that CyV, c2v,---,cmv generate G* modulo (G*)'. So

CyV, c2v, ■■■, cmv generate G* itself. But G* may be thought of as a free u-group,

where u is the variety of nilpotent groups in n of exponent dividing q ' and class

at most c. Clearly,then, ayv, a2v,---,amv are a canonical set of generators of G*.

Hence the mapping

ri* :atv-*c,v (i = l,2,---,m)

defines an endomorphism of G*. But G* is finite and the c,v generate G*; so n*

is in fact an automorphism of G*and hence n* is certainly one-to-one. In partic-

ular, then (cf.(8)),

(10) UVV* * 1.
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However it is easy to see that the diagram

is commutative. Therefore

unv = uvn*

But (9) and (10) now stand in direct contradiction. Thus our initial assumption

concerning n is invalid, i.e., n is a monomorphism. This ensures that ct,c2,---,cm

generate a free n-group (cf.(4)) and that Cy,c2, ■■■,cm are a canonical set of gener-

ators of this group. But this yields immediately that H is a free rj-group and that Y

is a canonical set of generators of H (cf. (3)).

3. Some applications of Theorem 1.

3.1. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward — it depends only

on the fact that a subgroup of a free group is free, and on the relation

(G/JV)' = G'JV/JV,

for a group G with normal subgroup JV. Consequently the details are left to the

reader.

Lemma 3. Let G be a free soluble group. Then every member of the derived

series of G is again a free soluble group.

Besides Lemma 3 we need another preparatory lemma.

Lemma 4. Let G be a free soluble group. Then every noncyclic abelian

subgroup of G is contained in the last nontrivial term of the derived series of G,

Lemma 4 is a direct consequence of a theorem of Malcev [8] (cf. Auslander

and Lyndon [12]).

3.2. The following proposition is a straightforward application of Lemma 4.

Proposition 1. Let G be a free soluble group of derived length d and let H

be a free soluble subgroup of G of derived length e. If e > 1 and G(s) denotes

the sth term of the derived series of G, then

(1) H ^ G(s),    s = d-e

and

(2) H ' = H O G(5+i) (i = í,2,-,e).

Proof. We are assured by Lemma 4, of the inequality
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(3) f/nG'""1^//18"".

On the other hand, by Lemma 4,

H(e-l)áG(--l>

Therefore,

(4) HnG(<f"1)=îZ/r.Z/(e"1)=/Z(e"1).

Putting (3) and (4) together yields

(5) ffnG(4_1)»fl(*-1).

After utilising Lemma 3 and induction, we find that

//G(<,_1) ^G(s).

Therefore,

H^G(S)

and we have proved (1).

Again, by Lemma 3, we may apply induction, yielding

HGtf"1)nG('+,)aJïro G(<,_1)      (f = l, 2,-, e- 1).

Hence

(6) //nG(s+i)^//n//(i) Gw-1)       (1-1, 2,-, e-1).

But, for i = 1, 2, ...,e— 1,

(7) //n//(i) G<d_1) = H(i).

To see this suppose ueH n //(i)G(d~1). Then

« = ng    (/¡e^UeG'4"1').

Since ueH, we find (cf. (5))

gGG(d-1)n// = //(e-1>.

So u e //(i) which establishes (7). But this yields, via (6),

(8) HnG(s+i)^Hw (i = l, 2,-,e-l).

On the other hand, H ^ G(s) (by (1)): therefore Hm ^ G(s+i). Hence

(9) HOG(s+i,;>//n//(i) = //(i) (¿ = l,2,-,e-l).

Putting (8) and (9) together we have the remaining part required to complete the

proof of Proposition 1.

3.3. We come now to the proof of

Theorem 2. A subgroup H of a free soluble group G is itself a free soluble
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group if and only if there exists a set Y of generators of H which freely generates,

modulo some term of the derived series of G, a free abelian group.

Proof. This has been made easy by the preceding lemmas. For on the one hand

if H is a subgroup of a free soluble group G with a set 7 of generators such that Y

freely generates a free abelian group modulo some term, say G(s+1), of the

derived series of G, then it follows from Lemma 4 and Lemma 3 that Y is contained

in G(s). On applying Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 we can deduce that H is a free

soluble group and Tis a canonical set of generators of//. On the other hand if FT is

a free soluble subgroup of G, then the existence of a set Y of canonical generators

for H with the required property follows immediately from Proposition 1. This

then completes the proof of Theorem 2.

4. The proof of Theorem 3.

4.1. We shall need some of the usual commutator-calculus notation. Thus we

put

IX)   X2J ^ X^      X2      XjX25

and define inductively

[xl5 x2, ••-, x„] = [[x1( x2, ■••, x„_!],xn] (n > 2);

here xlt x2, ■■■, x„ are, of course, elements from some group.

The following lemma is the key to the proof of Theorem 3.

Lemma 5. Let R be a free group of finite rank k which is freely generated

by Xy, x2, ■■-, xk and let S be the subgroup of R generated by

v » 1       v "2       ...      Y"k
•^1      5   *^2      î '   Aft     '

where the n¡ (i = 1,2, •••, k) are nonzero integers. Then S' is a free factor of R',

i.e., R' is a free product of the form

R' = S'* T,

for   some   subgroup   T of  R'.

Proof. We observe that if Y is a free group freely generated by yu y2, —,y3

then Y' is freely generated by the commutators

where (i) Uy,u2,---,ut are nonzero integers, (ii) iy,i2,••-,/, are all distinct and

(iii) iy > i2, i2 < t3 < ••• < i, and iy,i2,---,it g s (Gruenberg [5]).

It follows immediately that we can find a set of free generators of R' and a set

of free generators of S ' so that the second is a subset of the first. Lemma 5 follows

immediately from this observation.
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4.2. Let R he a group and let u be a variety of groups. Then we denote by u(R)

the intersection of all normal subgroups N of R whose quotient R/N lies in u.

Clearly then R/u(R) is in u and indeed R/u(R) is a free u-group whenever R is

itself an ordinary free group.

We remind the reader that a finitely generated residually finite group is hopfian

(Malcev [13]), i.e., it has no proper isomorphic quotient groups. This fact will

be useful in the proof of

Lemma 6. Let xbe a variety of groups. Let Rbe a free group freely generated

by xt,x2, ■■-,xk and let

S = gp(xnl\xn2\ -,xT) (nt # 0, i = l,2,-,k).

If R/x(R) is residually a finite p-group for infinitely many primes p, then

Snx(R) = x(S).

Proof. The group R/x(R) is a free ï-group; moreover Theorem 1 applies.

Thus

(1) Sx(R)/x(R) s R/x(R).

We have also

(2) Sx(R)/x(R)sS/x(R)nS.

Now S is a free group freely generated by xni1,xn2,---,xnk; therefore (cf. (1),(2))

(3) S/x(S)(^R/x(R)) = S/x(R)nS.

It is clear that

x(R)nS^x(S).

In view of (3) and the hopficity of S /x(S) it follows that this inequality is of

necessity an equality. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.

The following consequence of Lemma 6 seems worth stating as a proposition ;

here we assume the notation and assumptions of Lemma 6.

Proposition 2. Ifx is nontrivial, then x(S) is a free factor ofx(R).

Proof. Suppose F is a free group. Then F/x(F) is a free s-group. By Lemma 2

it follows that

F/F' S (F/x(F))/(F/x(F)Y s F/F'x(F).
Therefore,

(1) X(F) í F'.

It follows from (1) that x(S) is a subgroup of S'. Now S' is a free factor of R'

(Lemma 5). Hence, by the Kurosh subgroup theorem for free products (cf. Kurosh
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[11, Vol. 2, p. 17]), S' C\x(R) is a free factor of x(R), since x(R) is a subgroup of

of R' by (1). But

S' n x(R) = S' n(sn x(R)) = S'r\ x(S) = x(S)

by Lemma 6 and (1). In other words x(S) is a free factor of x(R).

4.3. We need only one further lemma before we are ready to prove Theorem 3.

Lemma 7.   Let F be a free product of its subgroups U and V:

F= U*V.

Then, ¡/to is any variety of groups,

UrMv(F)=w(U).

Proof. Let p be the natural mapping of F onto U/xn(U). If

u e U n trj(F),

then as the kernel of p clearly contains rjo(F),

up = 1.

But since u e U,

up = uvo(U).

Therefore uerx>(U) and we have proved

U n w(F) ^m(U).

The reverse inequality is obvious and so the proof of Lemma 7 is complete.

4.4. We come now to the proof of Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. Let to and x be varieties of groups. Suppose X is nontrivial and

that the free x-groups are residually finite p-groups for an infinite set of primes

p. Suppose also that X is a canonical set of generators of G, a free vox-group,

and that {rx} is a set of nonzero integers in one-to-one correspondence with the

elements x e X. If H is the group generated by

7= {xr*|x e X},

then H is a free xox-group and Y is a canonical set of generators for H.

Proof. It is enough, by Lemma 1, to prove Theorem 3 for finitely generated

groups G. But this means we can find a finitely generated free group R, say, such

that

R/xox(R) s G.

Consequently we may focus our attention on R. Thus we have to prove that if R

is freely generated by x1( x2, ■--, xk, ifny,---,nk are nonzero integers and if S is

the subgroup generated by x"1, x"2, •••,x"k, then
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Sxox(R)/mx(R) = R/xox(R).

But we  have essentially accomplished this through Proposition 2, Lemma 6

and Lemma 7. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Added in proof. Siegfried Moran has pointed out to me that (although

there is no duplication of results) there is a connection between this paper and

the following:

1. S. Moran, A subgroup theorem for the free nilpotent groups, Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc 103 (1962), 495-515.

2. A. W. Mostowski, Nilpotent free groups, Fund. Math. 49 (1961), 259-269.

3.   -, On automorphisms of relatively free groups, Fund. Math. 50

(1962), 403-411.
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